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Unknown fate gameplay android

Unknown destination - take the hero through the fantasy worlds, solve puzzles, collect memories and defeat strange enemies. It reveals mysteries of the past. Richard, the main hero of this Android game, woke up in a strange world inhabited by unusual creatures. Richard doesn't remember his past and how he got to this place. Help the character find lost memories and learn the
truth about his past. Demonstrate your observation and logic skills when solving tasks. Interact with different objects. Apply weapons and character skills. Game Features:Exciting plotHard puzzlesIncredible worldsInquesin taskIncocinas graphics Log in to add this item to your wish list, follow it, or mark it as unins interested Check out the entire 1C Entertainment franchise on
Steam VR compatible special promotion! The offer ends on January 5th Embark on an incredible journey through Unknown Fate, a story-based first-person adventure with many puzzles to solve and enemies to beat. Become Richard, who suddenly seamlessly moves from the real world to a surreal universe. You'll encounter strange characters, unknown artifacts, and scenes
resembling Richard's previous life, of which he has lost all his memory. However, he knows this is not where he's supposed to be. The world he has come to dwell in is strange and distant. Feel the need to find out more about this surreal universe and the creatures that inhabit it, in order to find a way out - out and back to his real self, his real life that he knows he still has to
remember completely. Shrouded in mystery, you take cautious steps into the unknown, only for your mind to deviate further by questions, nibbling on what you think is real and true: your certainties will begin to crumble. Without a path back and a strong impulse of answers that strike in their siens, they push, striving to control the strange difficulties that surround him, anxiously
waiting for the moment when his mind unravels when the thread of his journey finally unravels all the way. But there's still some way to go... Soon you will have all the answers to your questions. But you still have a lot to do with... Story-Driven Adventure: Explore a strange and surreal world as Richard seeks to find his way back to realityMind-Twisting Puzzles: Manipulating objects
to discover clues and finding a way throughDesigned for VR and PC Alike: Experience reality and unreality in a truly immersive fashionA realistic eye tracking: Trace the answers you're looking for through featured and environmental object triggers in vr non-mode. , with Tobii support also For VRFull Compatible Driver: Tracking Drivers, Gamepad, and Keyboard/Mouse are all
supported At least: OS: Windows 7 / 8.1 / 10Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, 2.2 GHzMemory: 4 GB RAMGraphics: GeForce GT 430, Radeon HD 5400 or HD4000, 1GB VRAM; 1280 x 720 ResolutionDirectX: Version 9.0cStorage: 8 8 SpaceSound card available: DirectX®: 9.0c © 2018 1C Company. Developed by Marslit Games. All rights reserved. Reserved.
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